The next generation of imaging surveys in astronomy, such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), will require multigigapixel cameras that can process enormous amounts of data read out every few seconds. This huge increase in data throughput (compared to megapixel cameras and minute-to hour-long integrations of today's instruments) calls for a new paradigm for extracting the knowledge content. We have developed foundations for this new approach.
In this project, we have studied the necessary processes for extracting information from large time-domain databasesthe systematics. In the process, we have produced significant scientific breakthroughs by developing new methods to probe both the elusive time and spatial variations in astrophysics data sets from the SuperMACHO (Massive Compact Halo Objects) survey, the Lowell Observatory Near-Earth Object Search (LONEOS), and the Taiwanese American Occultation Survey (TAOS).
This project continues to contribute to the development of the scientific foundations for future wide-field, time-domain surveys. Our algorithm and pipeline development has provided the building blocks for the development of the LSST science software system. Our database design and performance measures have helped to size and constrain LSST database design. LLNL made significant contributions to the foundations of the LSST, which has applications for largescale imaging and data-mining activities at LLNL. These developments are being actively applied to the previously mentioned surveys producing important scientific results that have been released to the scientific community and more continue to be published and referenced, enhancing LLNL's scientific stature.
Introduction/Scientific Motivation
The astronomical community sets priorities for large projects primarily through reviews conducted by the National Academies of Science (NAS). In the past two years three NAS studies have strongly endorsed a wide-field, large-aperture ground-based telescope capable of mapping the dark matter distribution in the Universe, detecting all asteroids capable of catastrophic impact with the Earth and probing the time-varying sky in depth for the first time. The project that has emerged from these NAS recommendations is the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), an 8.4 m telescope with a 3+ degree field of view.
Such a facility has unprecedented capabilities. The LSST will provide continual monitoring of the entire accessible sky, repeated as often as every two to three nights. It will uniquely probe new aspects of our Universe, cutting across scientific discipline boundaries.
Over the wide range of scientific disciplines to which these data are applicable (see below) there is no current or proposed facility that provides a comparable resource. Boroson et al. (2000) , Tyson (2000) and the NAS reports identify some key LSST scientific goals:
1 An unprecedented digital map of the sky to extreme depths allowing an exquisite determination of the distribution of the dark matter in the Universe by detecting and quantifying weakly lensed objects. This map also provides an invaluable resource to support observations at all wavelengths. 2 The discovery of thousands of supernovae that will trace departures from the smooth Hubble flow at small redshifts and help measure cosmological parameters at large redshifts; 3 Photometric monitoring of 100 million stars to detect extrasolar planets by occultations and microlensing; 4 The discovery and orbit determination of 90% of Earth-crossing asteroids above a size of 300 meters over a period of ten years; 5 The exploration of rare, perhaps unknown, objects in color and temporal space;
The huge leap in capability represented by LSST exacts a price. The LSST will require a corresponding advance in scientific approaches to deal with the immense data and new technology that will result from completing the LSST. This ER project uses wide-field, timedomain surveys as precursor experiments and data sets to develop approaches for managing and mining LSST data while extracting important science from these precursors.
This project supports the national security mission by developing the LSST telescope and software for solving a variety of technical problems in imaging and data mining that are directly applicable to surveillance for nonproliferation. It also supports the DOE goal of understanding the nature and distribution of dark matter and the nature and evolution of dark energy.
LSST Project Status:
LLNL scientists and engineers have provided critical guidance and expertise during the early phases of this project. Due to early effort in the conceptual stages of the project, and to recognized Laboratory expertise, LLNL is poised to play a major role in both the construction and the science return from the LSST.
The LSST is expected to cost approximately $350M to build, with the funding to come approximately $150M from the DOE Office of Science, $150M from the NSF and $50M from other sources including large private contributions. A $15M proposal was accepted by the NSF for the design and development phase of the project. The Research Corporation has made a significant upfront investment in these early phases as well. DOE Office of Science expects to fund the LSST starting in FY '07.
The three years of this project were crucial in establishing the key scientific requirements, and in identifying the corresponding scientific advances, that will produce the core LSST science. The Laboratory is widely recognized, as evidenced by our prominent role within the project, as a key partner in producing these advances.
A major focus of our development activities has been the LSST precursor project: the SuperMACHO (SM) survey for microlensing toward the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). The 500 Gb dataset through 2005 has been transferred and stored at LLNL. Pipeline processing, generation of object photometry catalogs, and difference image analysis is currently underway of all 5 yrs of data (1.5 Tb). In conjunction with the ICE-LSST SI, we worked on pipeline and algorithm development and have released a new version of our fast photometry code-Pixie. We have serendipitously discovered new light echoes, which serve as historical markers of supernovae, novae, or AGB stars. Director's Discretionary time using the 8m Gemini telescope has revealed one set echoes to be from a type Ia supernova event over 500 yrs ago. Spectroscopic follow-up was a large part of the SM program this year (granted 18 nights at the 6m Magellan telescope). The follow-up spectroscopy provided a substantial filter to remove the significant number of supernova contaminants and added the bonus of secondary science; a few new active galactic nuclei behind the LMC have been clearly identified as well as a set of Be variables and 2 possible cataclysmic variables. We plan similar observations with follow-up spectroscopy for next year. Recently awarded HST time for the project will play a significant part in confirming that the detected flux excursions arise from LMC stars, and providing measurements for determining the microlensing optical depth towards the LMC.
We have been active in 'stocking' the LSST collaboration's precursor data set, where we have had to bring our data sets into conformance with LSST standard headers and generate a world coordinate system for each image. Part of the LONEOS imaging data was prepared and packaged for uploading to NCSA and the MACHO data has been brought into conformance and has been uploaded. All of these precursor data sets are contributing to the design and testing of a prototype LSST database.
Research Activities, Results, Technical Outcome
We investigated the RR Lyrae distribution in the halo of the Milky Way. We mined the Lowell Observatory Near Earth Object Survey data for RR Lyrae variable stars to probe the structure of the Milky Way halo, discovering two distinct RR Lyrae populations that likely trace two distinct production mechanisms responsible for the Milky Way's halo (Miceli et al, paper in preparation).
Obtained the LONEOS2 data and began long duration reductions to identify RR Lyrae stars, extended our analysis of the Milky Way halo (Huber et al., 2004) .
Conducted a systematic study of the effect of the atmosphere on the apparent shapes of galaxies to better estimate weak lensing and the effects of the telescope on these measurements. Began initial work on a weak-lensing simulator (Seppala et al., 2004; Schlaufman 2004 ).
Finished bringing MACHO image data to LLNL to test the SuperMACHO pipelines and extract new science using difference image analysis, long process of reduction ongoing.
Designed a database schema for the SuperMACHO data as an LSST prototype, using it to extract new scientific information and investigate scaling and use scenarios (Nikolaev et al., 2004) .
Loaded SuperMACHO data into the prototype LSST database; designed the schema for a prototype LSST database and developed typical queries (Becla et al., 2005; Nikolaev et al., 2006) .
Refined the SuperMACHO reduction pipeline, using it to prototype an LSST pipeline system. Used SuperMACHO data to prototype high-throughput pipeline analysis systems for efficiently producing real-time alerts; finished the development of the LSST prototype pipeline and run it on SuperMACHO (Abdulla et al., 2005a; Abdulla et al., 2005b) .
Developed a fast photometry code that made significant advances in optimizing image subtraction in order to report real-time detection of microlensing events in the SuperMACHO project. Incorporated our new photometry code into the SuperMACHO pipeline; finished data collection for the SuperMACHO survey and published first paper on setup (Rest et al., 2005a) .
Continued to detect microlensing in real time in the SuperMACHO survey and won Hubble Space Telescope time to support SuperMACHO microlensing and follow-up of serendipitous discoveries such as light echo systems.
Continued to develop data-mining tools and expertise using MACHO, SuperMACHO, and LONEOS data. Developed new algorithms for finding unusual objects and tested new algorithms for characterizing light curves (Rest et al, 2005b , Garg et al, 2006 .
Used the data and tools acquired to probe the variable universe to better understand the physics of variable stars, the mass distribution of the Galaxy, and the local distance scale. Summarized discoveries from the SuperMACHO project and presented secondary science as a wide-field, time-domain survey of the LMC. In particular, using the LSST precursor database, extracted over 1000, newly discovered Delta Scuti variables in the Large Magellanic Cloud (Cook, et al., 2005; Huber et al., 2005; Huber et al., 2006) . Discovered three new supernova light echoes in the Large Magellanic Cloud and published in Nature (Rest et al., 2005b) .
Continued investigation of light echo systems in the LMC and elsewhere in the galaxy resulted in the discovery of another unique evolved star similar to V838 Mon.
Presented and published a paper on the rise time of type Ia supernovae, which constrains supernova explosion models (Garg et al., 2006; Garg et al., 2007) .
Investigated unusual B-type emission-line stars and active galactic nuclei and other variable stars discovered with SuperMACHO (Huber et al., 2006, Huber et al, in preparation) .
Identified and analyzed new sets of eclipsing binaries (Faccioli et al, in preparation), R Coronae Borealis stars (Zaniewski, A. et al., 2005) , and long-period variables (Fraser et al., 2005) from the MACHO dataset.
Follow-up of a microlensing survey yielded the stellar shape of the microlens in microlensing event MOA 2002-BLG-33 (Rattenbury, et al., 2005) .
Determined the large-scale extinction map of the Galactic Bulge by mining data from the MACHO Project photometry (Popowski, et al., 2003) . Determined the microlensing optical depth towards the Galactic Bulge using clump giants mined from the MACHO Survey (Popowski, et al., 2005) . Generated a catalog of microlensing events toward the Galactic Bulge mined from the MACHO Survey (Thomas et al., 2005) .
Extracted a new catalog of type RR0 RR Lyrae in the Galactic Bulge from the MACHO survey (Kunder, et al., 2004) .
Merged time-domain and multi-wavelength datasets (MACHO+2MASS) and mined Cepheid variables to investigate the geometry of the LMC disk (Nikolaev, et al. 2004a ).
Using Cepheid variables mined from the MACHO data determined more empirical evidence for non-linearity of the period-luminosity relations as seen in the LMC Cepheids (Ngeow, et al., 2005) .
Follow-up spectroscopy using RR Lyrae stars mined from the MACHO data as velocity probes, we found kinematic evidence for an old stellar halo in the Large Magellanic Cloud (Minniti, et al., 2003) .
Using RR Lyrae mined from the MACHO Survey in the LMC, we made a frequency analysis of type RR0 and measured Fourier parameter of the RR1 to better understand the stellar pulsation physics and also to determine a distance measure to the LMC (Alcock, et al., 2003; Alcock et al., 2004) . We also used these to determine additional properties of RR Lyrae and the structure of the Large Magellanic Cloud in its inner regions (Borissova, et al., 2004) .
Using distant quasi-stellar objects mined from the MACHO Survey with unique mining tools, we obtained Hubble Space Telescope time and determined the proper motion of the LMC (Kallivayalil, et al., 2006) .
Using unique data mining techniques and algorithms extracted a new catalog of eclipsing binaries from the MACHO data in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds. Using this catalog and the MACHO data analyzed the circularization of eccentric orbits as a probe of stellar structure (Faccioli et al, two papers in preparation).
We participated in the follow-up of microlensing survey discoveries as part of the PLANET Collaboration resulting in the discovery of a cool sub-Neptune mass planet OGLE 2005-390Lb (Beaulieu, et al., 2006) . We developed new data mining tools to discovery new eruptive cataclysmic variables using the MACHO Database (Cieslinski, et al., 2004) .
We used Hubble Space Telescope follow-up to determine the nature of the LMC microlensing event LMC-5, thus making an unambiguous measurement of the mass and distance of an M dwarf star which was too distant for parallax measurements and had no companion to help determine its mass (Drake, et al., 2004) .
We initiated development of tools for accessing large datasets through the Virtual Observatory interface (Drake et al., 2006; Huber et al., 2007) .
We continued as members of the Taiwanese-American Occultation Survey. Our collaboration continued data collection and developed a new class of techniques to look at wide-field, subsecond time-variable phenomena (Chen et al., 2006) .
Exit Plan
The LSST project as a whole maps nicely onto the LLNL S&T plan. There will be world-class science coming out of the precursor experiments and the LSST when it is finally inaugurated. The optical design and fabrication of the telescope are technically challenging forays into the collection and detection of radiation. The data analysis management and data analysis system for the LSST is a world-class challenge in data exploitation. This particular project exploited precursor surveys to generate science and insight into the design requirements for the eventual data management and exploitation system for the LSST.
We expect DOE Office of Science money to flow from HEP in about one year to support the science activities surrounding the LSST search for dark energy using Type Ia supernovae. We also expect DOE/LSST money to come to the lab to support the engineering efforts surrounding the design and construction of the telescope and camera. Using MACHO as a model, it is also likely that NASA money will come to the lab to support space-based follow-up of discoveries made in the precursor experiments and eventually the LSST.
Summary
This ERD has been focusing on developing the foundations for extracting knowledge from PetaByte data sets so that we will be ready for the data torrent from the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) which is a key element in LLNL's Nuclear, Radiative and Astrophysics S&T plan. Our approach is to utilize our unique expertise in, and access to, existing large data sets. This ERD is using wide-field, time-domain surveys as precursor projects to drive the needed development. In the process, we have produced significant near-term science, primarily mining the MACHO and SuperMACHO databases (19 refereed journal articles and 17 abstracts, reports and conference proceedings).
